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Embodied Practice: an Abide Yoga (Teacher) Training 

w. Hope Hamling Hood and Gwendolyn Hashimoto 
 

we are all in this together. 
 
There is no value in being expected to practice yoga like the person next to you. In 
the same way, there is no value in teaching yoga like the person next to 
you.  Embodied Practice: an Abide Yoga (Teacher) Training will encourage you to 
discover and honor your path to self care, an immersion for the creative and the 
curious that changes the way we approach our practice and how to share it.  A 
balance between community based practices and personal evolution, we’ll learn 
from each other that ultimately we are our own greatest teacher.  

Offering you an opportunity to explore: 
 

• Embodied asana practice and alignment 
• Inspired, creative sequencing 
• Restorative yoga  
• Yin yoga 
• Vinyasa yoga 
• Slow and Low yoga (interoception and somatic movement) 
• Finding and liberating your authentic voice 
• Introspective practices like guided meditation and forest bathing 
• Creative practices like singing, chanting, writing, and more 
• One on One mentorship 
• How to let yourself shine and shine through in your teaching (if you choose to 

teach) 
• Ayurvedic self care and worldview 
• The subtle body 
• A chance to explore within yourself while gaining the tools for guiding and 

teaching others 
 
 

An Overview of the Summer + Fall 2018 Program 

 

Opening Weekend // Intro to Abiding Practices 
July 20 – 22, 2018 

An exploration of the core practices of Abide: creative vinyasa, yin, slow & low and 
restorative yoga, we’ll break down the exploration of movement and stillness and 

how it relates to the first two yamas. 

Intro to Embodiment, Intention & How You’re Wired 
August 17 - 19, 2018 

We’ll look into ourselves to understand the subtle body of Chakras, Nadis, and 
Koshas, and to yoga’s sister science of Ayurveda to shed some light onto our 
inherent dispositions.  This weekend we’ll also begin our in depth journey into 

meditation and mindfulness. 
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Rhythmic Practices & The Power of Your Voice 

September 7 – 9, 2018 
Studying physical and subtle body anatomy we’ll progress to the fluid, intuitive 

movements that tie our practices together.  Embodied practices of sun and moon 
salutations and pranayama techniques we’ll begin to use our breath, our bodies and 

our voice.    
 

Yin Yoga and Mindset 
October 5 – 7, 2018 

A Yin Yoga weekend immersion we’ll study the anatomy of a Yin practice: from our 
postural bodies to the “Yin Mindset”.   Get specific about sensations, and the 

experiences you hold in your body. 
 

Restorative Yoga   
October 19 - 21 

Restorative Yoga restores our natural ability to experience deliberate rest, and the 
profound effects this practice can have on our daily lives and our nervous system.   
We’ll learn to release sensation and the power of subtleness.  We’ll also address 

accompaniments for relaxation like guided meditation, yoga nidra, marma (ayurvedic 
acupressure) and the power of silence. 

 
Weaving & Making, an Exploration in Sequencing 

November 9 – 11, 2018 
A study on sequencing and the adaptation of flow to different style practices, we’ll 

also uncover class themes, practicum, voice practices. 
 

Meditation 
November 30 – December 2, 2018 

We’ll explore meditation techniques and expound on our lessons thus far.  We’ll 
discuss and workshop what you’ve been working on in your practices, and have 

guests share what yoga looks like to them: as teachers, students, and a community 
coming together. 

 
Closing Weekend // Sharing Your Findings 

December 7 – 9, 2018 
Closing weekend will hold time to share what practices have come to resonate with 
you, the setting of intentions for what will carry us through, and the honoring of the 

bond and community that we have come to share. 

 

In the following six months you will have the opportunity to meet once again for 
a 1:1 mentorship session, to sift through your questions and the evolving nature 
of your body, breath and voice.   
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Frequently Asked Questions 
 
Upon completion of our program, you will receive a 200 CYT (certified yoga teacher) certificate. 
 
Is Embodied Practice, an Abide Yoga (Teacher) Training registered with the Yoga 
Alliance? 
 
The short answer is no. Here’s why: 
 

1. The Yoga Alliance (YA) is a paid registry, not a governing body as many people 
believe.    

2. There is no oversight. Trainings that are registered with the Yoga Alliance say 
that they will follow the set curriculum they’ve had approved by YA, but YA 
doesn’t check in to make sure that’s actually happening. This has led to 
trainings *saying* they would be covering certain material but not actually 
covering it, and the trainee has no recourse through YA. 

3. The overwhelming majority of yoga studios and other institutions (including 
gyms and hospitals) do not require YA registry for a yoga teacher to be hired. 
Instead, it’s mostly about the KIND of teacher you are, and how you approach 
the studio owner or hiring person, and your ability to produce a certificate from 
a yoga program (not present your YA registration). 

 
4. Your ability to tap into your gifts and use them to lead others can’t be 

registered. 
 
During your 200 + hour training, you will be receiving quality instruction on embodied 
asana alignment, teaching methodology (if your focus is to teach), sequencing, self-
reflective and creative practices, physical and subtle body anatomy, and more...all the 
same information you’d receive in a YA themed program. But without the red tape of 
YA, we can dive deeper, personalize the program to fit your needs and goals, and add 
in the mentorship component. This is a training that has lots of individualized attention. 
 
What does the mentorship component consist of? 
 
This will be unique for the individual and the path that they have chosen but may 
include: 
 

• Shadowing and assisting yoga classes 
• Marma or other energy work session (give and receive) 
• Hands on assist 
• Business counseling 
• Lifestyle counseling 
• Working together to sequence your signature class 
• Attending a class of yours 
• Attending a performance or other creative endeavor 
• Time in nature together 

 
Your teacher training seems focused on slow or passive practices.  I want to be a 
Vinyasa teacher.  What now? 
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Good news!  We love Vinyasa and will help you become a mindful movement teacher 
by offering you guidance on asana, modifications, and creative sequencing.   Our 
program is well rounded, and the outcome of all of this personal discovery will help 
you offer classes that are authentic to your style and unique to you.  
 
I haven’t been practicing that long, or I’ve fallen out of my practice in recent years.   Is 
this a program for me? 
 
Are you passionate about this journey of discovery?  Are you willing to commit to the 
exploration?  There are no prerequisites for self-care. This training is for everyone, but 
we’d be happy to discuss your thoughts and concerns.   
 
I have a busy schedule, what can I expect time-wise from your yoga training, and 
how can I fit it into my life? 
 
There are texts to read, home practice and reflection, homework, and time in session 
(dates listed).  Sessions are Fridays from 6 - 9, and Saturdays and Sundays from 12 - 5. 
You will also be required to attend a set number of classes at the studio (equaling 
about 2.5 classes per week) to fulfill requirements for certification. 
 
Is there a payment plan? 
 
Yes, indeed there is! See the “Investment” section below for more information 

_______________________________________________________ 
 
 

Investment 
 

$3000 early bird (Paid in two installments, booked by May 27th) 
$3250 (Payment Plans and booking after December 8th) 

 
Investment includes unlimited yoga at Abide Yoga for the duration of your training. 

 
 
$3000 early bird (booked before May 27th) 
 
For early bird pricing, the amount may be Paid in Full at time of booking, or a $500 
deposit is required to save your spot and the remainder is due by June 27, 2018.  
 
$3350 (Payment Plans and booking after May 27th) 
 
Total may be paid at the time of booking, or a $500 deposit is required to hold your 
spot in the program.   For payment plans, a total of $1000 is due prior to the start of 
training, on or by July 27, 2018.  Monthly payments, August - December, are in the 
amount of $470 each month. 
 

Two $500.00 scholarships are available to offset the cost of training. 
Please contact Hope or Gwen for more information. 
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Wild Geese by Mary Oliver 
 

You do not have to be good. 
You do not have to walk on your knees 

For a hundred miles, through the desert, repenting. 
You only have to let the soft animal of your body,  

love what it loves. 
Tell me about despair, yours, and I will tell you mine. 

Meanwhile the world goes on. 
Meanwhile the sun and the clear pebbles of rain  

are moving across the landscapes. 
over the prairies and the deep trees, 

the mountains and the rivers. 
Meanwhile, the wild geese, high in the clean blue air, 

are heading home again. 
Whoever you are, no matter how lonely, 

the world offers itself to your imagination, 
calls to you like the wild geese, harsh and exciting – 

over and over announcing your place 
in the family of things.  

 
 
 
 

About Hope Hamling Hood (www.abideyogacleveland.com / @abidehope) 
 

Through the years, the practice of yoga has been her heart's home, providing a 
creative outlet, a shelter from the demands of life, a learning laboratory, and a lens 
through which to view the world. Her goal as a teacher is to provide her students 

with the caring support needed to face life's challenges. 
 

Hope has been devoted to a regular yoga practice since 2000.  She believes that 
everybody can do yoga, and that you can start exactly where you are: flexible or 

unable to touch your toes, calm and centered or a scattered multitasker, healthy or 
sick.  Everyone can do it, and everyone can benefit. 

 

About Gwendolyn Hashimoto (www.gwendolynren.com / @gwendolynren): 

Holding space to integrate our experiences allows for the natural processes of 
growth. The process of learning who we are, our relationship with ourselves, and 

how this fundamentally impacts the ways in which we interact with the world 
around us.  Gwen has been shaped by resiliency and loss, her childhood in the 

Ojai Valley and her mother’s garden.   

A writer and Usui Holy Fire Reiki Master, Gwen holds 400+ hours of yoga training 
and an insatiable quest for seeking her own truths. 


